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part I: coming into the library
tempe campus libraries
tempe campus libraries
study spaces
know your study zones
common

{  
collaborative working groups encouraged
}
quiet

please limit talking to quiet conversation and silence cell phones
silent

please no talking and silence cell phones
computers: yours or ours
laptop friendly
computers: yours or ours

common workstations
does the library have your textbooks?
What else can I get at the library?
part II: using the library online
Search for journals, articles, books, magazines, and newspapers, all in one search.

Enter keywords... One Search

Due to a recent migration of data into our new system, we are experiencing a high number of issues with linking to electronic resources. We are investigating these issues as quickly as we can. We apologize for the inconvenience. If you are getting an error linking to a resource, please report it at http://askalibrarian.asu.edu/primo
part III: getting help
personal research consultations with your subject librarian
connect with us

lib.asu.edu
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